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Knowledge, quality and innovation have enabled Eurobottle to 
produce high quality water bottles in the Netherlands for 26 years. 
We are continuously progressing in the search for sustainable 
solutions for the production of our bottles.

Since January 2014, we have had the privilege to call ourselves the 
founders of the biobased plastic water bottle. We take quality and 
sustainability for granted, they are embedded in our daily business, 
this is how we distinguish ourselves from other suppliers.

At Eurobottle we already take our responsibility by offering only 
sustainably produced and reusable water bottles. However, we 
believe that this is no longer sufficient and we continue to look for 
new steps towards a better future, a future in which we are again in 
balance with our environment; nature and the other living things on 
earth. 

We produce everything in-house, which also makes us the right 
choice for all of your custom made products.

How does Eurobottle ensure sustainable plastic? Very simple, we make water 
bottles from sugar cane. “Traditionally, plastic for packaging and bottles is 
made from petroleum. The production of petroleum and its processing into 
plastic takes energy. Producing this creates a lot of carbon dioxide (CO2) and 
can cause environmental pollution. This all contributes to global warming 
(greenhouse effect). ” 

Yet it can also be done in a different way. You can also produce ethylene from 
ethanol. This raw material comes from agricultural products such as sugar 
cane. If it is allowed in the processing, the whole process can be a lot more 
environmentally friendly. From ethanol you make plastic that has exactly the 
same composition and quality as plastic made from petroleum. Durable and 
easy to recycle! And a big advantage: with biobased plastic significantly less 
CO2 is produced! For example, we process sugar cane into a water bottle. 

The big advantage of biobased plastic compared to traditional plastic is that 
it produces significantly less carbon dioxide (CO2). In fact, an important 
producer claims that if you include the cultivation of sugar cane, the producti-
on of 1 tonne of biobased plastic less than twice the weight of CO2 from the 
atmosphere.” We believe that if you want to contributing to a better environ-
ment, you can opt for a biobased bottle!

1. About Eurobottle

1.2 From sugarcane to bottles1.1 Who we are
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“Simply the most durable waterbottle”

2. Meet our products: OASUS

SPECIFICATIONS

We proudly present to you the new generation of sustainable 
waterbottle: Oasus. With the introduction of the Oasus waterbottle
you not only buy a super nice sustainable waterbottle, but you also
make a concrete contribution to a better world. Provided, of course, 
you dispose of it after a long (re) use in the manner indicated by 
the local government.

The Oasus waterbottle is made entirely from biobased HDPE. By 
using biobased raw material, a significant reduction in CO2 emissions 
is achieved compared to standard fossil raw material. The Oasus is 
available in 500ML, is foodsafe and diswasherproof. 
The Oasus is available in seven different colours.

• Biobased waterbottle

• Easy to clean

• Decorative band with option for engraving

• Customized printing

• Made of recyclable food-safe LDPE

• Light weight 

• Dishwasher safe

• Dutch design & production

Screw Cap

Material

Decorative band with engraving

 • High-quality bottle made of sustainable
    raw materials
 • Made out of sugar cane based raw material
 • Contributes to a reduced carbon footprint

Costum embossing is 
possible from 5000 pcs
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• Made out of monomaterial

• Reusable

Exclusive:



“The fast runner for your brand”

2.2 Meet our products: TEAM

SPECIFICATIONS
• Biobased Waterbottle

• Maximum space to print your commercial message

• Large opening for easy filling and cleaning

• Customized printing

• Made of flexible, recyclable food-safe LDPE

• Fits in every bottle cage

• Dishwasher safe

• Dutch design & production

Screw Cap

Materials

TPE Soft Nozzle

 • High-quality bottle made of sustainable
    raw materials
 • Made out of sugar cane based raw material
 • Contributes to a reduced carbon footprint

 • High quality bottle with a long life cycle
 • Topped with a special outer layer
 • Made of flexible, recyclable food-safe LDPE
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The Team is a bottle with a functional design and larger 
surface for printing. The drinking mouthpiece closes 
watertight and is easy to open. The bottle design makes it 
very easy to turn the cap. This drinking bottle is made of 
recyclable plastic and is dishwasher safe. Team bottles are 
food safe.

The Team bottles are available in the sizes: 500ML and 
750ML and is also available in lots of trendy colours. All 
Materials used comply with the latest Eu Legislation and 
regulations for plastic materials that come into contact with 
food.

You can also choose to get our softTouch option for the 
Team. This gives the bottles an extra soft layer for even more 
grip and gives it a luxurous appearance.
 



“Provides grip to your brand”

2.3 Meet our products: GRIPPER

SPECIFICATIONS

 

• Biobased waterbottle

• Ergonomic design for a good grip

• Large opening for easy filling and cleaning

• Standard transparent strip

• Customized printing

• Made of flexible, recyclable food-safe LDPE

• Fits in every bottle cage

• Dishwasher safe

• Dutch design & production

Screw Cap

Materials

TPE Soft Nozzle

 • High quality bottle with a long life cycle
 • Topped with a special outer layer
 • Made of flexible, recyclable food-safe LDPE

 • High-quality bottle made of sustainable
    raw materials
 • Made out of sugar cane based raw material
 • Contributes to a reduced carbon footprint

INLINE/GAUGE

GRIP
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The Gripper is a reusable promotional bottle with a ergono-
mic design and transparent strip with measurements. This 
bottle has a grip made in the bottle that fits perfect in your 
hand. The drinking mouthpiece closes watertight and is easy 
to open. The bottle design makes it very easy to turn the cap. 
This drinking bottle is made of recyclable plastic and is 
dishwasher safe. Gripper bottles are food safe.

The Gripper bottles are available in the sizes: 500ML and 
750ML and is also available in lots of trendy colours. All 
Materials used comply with the latest Eu Legislation and 
regulations for plastic materials that come into contact with 
food.

You can also choose to get our softTouch option for the 
Gripper. This gives the bottles an extra soft layer for even 
more grip and gives it a luxurious appearance.



“The bottle for your brand with Snap Cap”

2.4 Meet our products: ACTIVITY

SPECIFICATIONS

 

• Biobased waterbottle

• Traditional, functional design

• Handy, easy-to-open snap cap

• Customized printing

• Made of flexible, recyclable food-safe LDPE

• Fits in every bottle cage

• Dishwasher safe

• Dutch design & production

Snap Cap

Materials

TPE Soft Nozzle

 • High-quality bottle made of sustainable
    raw materials
 • Made out of sugar cane based raw material
 • Contributes to a reduced carbon footprint
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The Activity is a bottle with a functional design.
The drinking nipple closes watertight and is easy to open. The 
Snap Cap profides for a larger drinker area. This drinking 
bottle is made of recyclable plastic and suitable for the 
dishwasher. Activity water bottles are food safe.

The Activity bottles are available in the sizes: 330ML, 500ML 
and 750ML and is also available in lots of trendy colours. All 
Materials used comply with the latest Eu Legislation and 
regulations for plastic materials that come into contact with 
food.

Most popular is our unique kids bottle of 330ml. This bottle is 
perfect for small kids hands and very easy to clean.



3. SILKSCREEN printing

100 300 663 6082 427 5051 316 936 269 000200

100 300 663 6082 427 5051 316 936 269 000200

750ML
Team Gripper Activity

Team Gripper
500ML

Activity

100 000

Activity
330ML

colours

Silkscreen printing:

Silkscreen printing is a stencil printing process. In this 
process we mix food-safe inks to get the desired colour 
and this ink is pressed through a screen with a 
squeegee onto the surface to be printed. The different 
colours are printed in layers until the desired image is 
created. Waterbottles with this print can simply go in 
the dishwasher.

All our bottles can be silkscreen printed with a 
maximum of 6 colours. Our 330ML Activity bottle is an 
exception, we offer 2 printing colours for this bottle. 

With the screen printing technique we work with PMS 
colours. PMS stands for Pantone Matching System. 
These are unique colours with unique specifications and 
an original colour number. The colour result is always 
identical, regardless of the carrier. These colours are 
mixed before printing. If no pantone colours are availa-
ble, let us advise you. 

PMS colours are 
pre-mixed according to 
a universal recipe
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100 300 663 6082 427 5051 316 936 269 000200

100 300 663 6082 427 5051 316 936 269200

CAP  (Biobased)

NOZZLE  (TPE)

CAP  

NOZZLE  (TPE)

(Biobased)



Drinkcap
with strap

Bottle

Closing cap

Your
Logo

Embossing
Here!

3. SILKSCREEN printing: OASUS

colours

Snow 
White

Inclusiv 
Black

Nature
Clear

Sky
Blue

Forest
Green

Sunset
Red

Rockey
Gray

For more information: www.oasusbottle.com

Silkscreen printing Oasus:

Main DIFFERENCE between Pixel and vector files:
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Our new bottle: OASUS, is also suitable for silkscreen printing. The 
Oasus bottle is printable with a maximum of 3 printing colours. The 
Oasus has a printing area of 35 mm x 35 mm on the bottom of the 
bottle. For more information see page 12; printable area’s.

We work with vector files when making the artwork for silkscreen 
printing. We ask our costumers if they can send their vectorized 
logo/artwork in pdf or ai. format. 

PIXEL-file:
The layout is made up of dots / blocks: pixels. 
Bounded to a resolution / DPI (Dots per inch). 
If the resolution is too low, you will see 
“blocks” in the printed matter. 

VECTOR-file:
This is a composition of different graphical 
lines and areas which can be delineated sepa-
rately or filled with solid colours (eg Pantone 
PMS C). A vector file can be enlarged unlimited 
without affecting the image resolution / 
sharpness of the image. 



4. FULL COLOUR printing

Team

Team

500ML

750ML

100 000

100 000

100 300 663 6082 427 5051 316 936 269 000200

100 300 663 6082 427 5051 316 936 269200

CAP  (Biobased)

NOZZLE  (TPE)

360 degrees
(all around)

100 000

Activity

330ML

Bottles printed with Full Colour
are not suitable for the dishwashers.

Full Colour printing:

Next to silkscreen we also offer Full colour printing. 
This process represent a unique 
combination of digital printing 
and heat transfer technology. 
The result: A process that allows 
for high resolution decorations 
to be applied on our waterbottles. 
For Full Colour printing, you can print 
any desirable picture you want. The colours are limitless. 
With this technique we can print with both Pixel and vector 
files.   

We offer our 330ML Activity, 500ML Team and 750ML 
Team bottles in the colours: white or transparant with Full 
Colour printing.
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5. SoftTouch

SoftTouch bottles:

Do you want a luxurious feeling to you water bottle? 
Maybe the option SoftTouch is for you!
These water bottles are provided with a special 
SoftTouch layer. Together with the functional design and 
grip, this provides an excellent grip even in wet conditi-
ons. The drinking spouts are easy to open and waterp-
roof. Eurobottle water bottles are recyclable and suitable 
for the dishwasher.
The softtouch bottles are available in the colours: black 
and clear.. 
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colours

CAP  (Biobased)

NOZZLE  (TPE)

Team

Team Gripper

Gripper

500ML

750ML

000200

000200

Softtouch clear bottle Softtouch black bottle

There is no Inline/gauge
with softtouch

SoftTouch

Non- soft touch
material



6. Printable area’s

33
0M

L

175 x 90 mm 

220 x 40 mm

220 x 105 mm

 Silkscreen:

220 x 33 mm

73,5 x 
110 mm

73,5 x 
110 mm

220 x 25 mm

220 x 90 mm

73,5 x 
110 mm

73,5 x 
110 mm220 x 105 mm 

50
0M

L

220 x 90 mm 

75
0M

L

Team Gripper Activity

Team Gripper Activity

Activity

 35 x 35 mm
(Two sides)

Silkscreen Oasus:

OASUS

50
0M

L

185,35 x 102 mm 

232,5 x 109 mm 

232,5 x 109 mm 

232,5 x 39 mm

33
0M

L
50

0M
L

75
0M

L

Team

Team

Activity

Full Colour:
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270 x 165 mm
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imprint on both long sides

7. Accessoires: Crate and long insert nozzle

270 x 165 mm

7.1 Crate- suitable for 10 bottles 7.2 Long insert nozzle
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100% Recyclable
Strong and flexible
Available in black

Easy to use
Dishwasher safe 

Eurobottles offers crates that are 100% recyclable, sturdy and strong. 
The crates are available in six different colours: black, white, blue, 
orange, red and yellow.
The crates are suitable for 10 bottles. Both the 500ML and the 750ML 
bottles can fit in the crates.
You can buy the crates unprinted, but it is also an option to print 1 or 2 
colours on the crate with the technique silkscreen. The imprint is 
available on both long sides with a printing area of 270 x 165 mm. Ask 
our design department for more information about printing on the 
crates. 

The long insert nozzles are ideal for sports like ice hockey or motor-
cross (when an helmet is needed). The long insert nozzle is 100% 
recyclable, strong and flexible.
The long insert nozzle is available in black (TPR).  
 



 
      

       

Blockpallet 100x120xH180cm

5 boxes each layer, max 3 layers
15  boxes per blockpallet
Weight of 1 box: 8 kg
Weight of 1 pallet: 10 kg

Europallet 80x120xH180cm*

4 boxes each layer, max 3 layers
12 boxes per europallet
Weight of 1 box: 8 kg  
Weight of 1 pallet: 10 kg

120100

H180

12080

Blockpallet
Europallet

15

H180
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* The pallet will be invoiced for Euro 9,00 per Europallet,
or must be exchanged at the moment the freight is
unloaded at the delivery address.

To enjoy your Eurobottle water bottle for a long time we advise to 
follow these handling instructions. 

• Rinse the Eurobottle sports bottle with warm water before and after 
every use.
• A dishwasher can be used for intensive cleaning of bottle and cap. To 
avoid any risk of damaging the bottle,it is our advice not to place it in 
the hottest sections of the dishwasher. 
• Store your bottle, after cleaning, with the cap open.
• Our sports bottles are not intented to hold hot liquids. Liquids hotter 
than 40 degrees could have 
detrimental effect on the functionality of the sports bottles. 

• This sports bottle is not suitable for carbonated drinks.

• Prices are Ex Works ( Warehouse in Hasselt -BE), incl. packaging, 
excluding VAT.
• The delivery quantity may vary +/- 10%, the effective delivery quantity 
will be charged.
• Prices: Netto in Euro.
• New costumers have payment before delivery. 
• Returning costumers have to pay 14 days from invoice date.

Prices

Instructions for use Packaging

8. Extra information

Additional information
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Every Eurobottle sports bottle made in Holland is free of Bisphenol A, 
heavy metals and phthalates. All materials used meet the latest 
European regulations reagarding food contact. The declaration of 
Compliance (DoC) is available on request. 
 

Dimensions standard box: L60 x W40 x H36 cm (30 cartons per blockpallet):

Dimensions standard box: L60 x W40 x H55 cm:

500 ml     112 bottles
750 ml     82 bottles
1000ml    70 bottles

330 ml     100 bottles



9. Print Data specifications

Additive information:

• Inhouse Design studio
• The minimum line width 0.25 pnts
• The minimum overfill is 1.7 pnts
• 5 pt is the minimum font size for silkscreen
• The colour of the bottle determines the outcome of the 
imprint colours. We print our bottles with High Quality 
UV-inks and those inks are slighlty lucent. Sometimes a 
first white layer/subprint is needed. 
• Our Team will assist you from design to final product.

Silkscreen imprint

• We use completely vectorised data in following formats:

Pantone PMS colors

• Please, use Pantone PMS COATED colors.
• If no PMS colours are available, let us advice you.

Full color imprint

• We use data in following formats:

Fonts

• Always convert fonts into curves.
• Or send TTF fonts map along with the artwork.

File size

• Up to 10 MB  can be delivered through the mail.
• Artwork larger than 10 MB can be send for instance by 
WeTransfer, etc.

PNG JPG PSD BMP TIF
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If you have questions about this document, 
please send an email to: info@eurobottle.com or call +31 321 792 327

Or come direct in contact with our account manager:

Contact: 
Stephan Oost- Lievense
Phone: +31 321 385 306
Mob: +31 634 526 911  

Email: Stephan@eurobottle.nl
www.eurobottle.nl


